
Dear Dick, 	 7/7/75 

I don't know how much you will have or will, to for vhat you may have no interest 
in if Barney has abandoned the McDonald project and I do presume that on your return 
you will be buoy. 

If and when the helonald book is printed the obauces of suit aeainst it are string. 
I will not go Jett) detail uow. I felt I had to indicatei this to Barney. 

but that is not the part that troubles me. Ordinarily I can put things out of my 
mend easily to concentrate on other nettiers. With this it La not eery. 

I got up before 5 this morning to do other voids on ehich I've gotten behind. It 
was 11 last nigh when I finiebed writing Barney. After that I sat and has a dale* 
and thought for a while. I was not hie to decide anything except what I had already 
decided, that there 14 something very wrong with every aspect of the tdDonald project. 

The black book possibility I euggested is strobe:er if not conclusive because of 
other information I've come into in the course of my regular work. However, the two 
may coincide. 

Because for a number of reasons I do not vent to attract any attention to it I 
aek you to make no mention of what coincides with this new efiert behind the old c 
Donald project. I'll give you a chronology with it. Same may be no more than coincie 
dance but I will not as 	no more is possible. 

If I do not know the care and diligence with which parts of the intelligence 
community watehea the week I do, I do know it and I as under some surveillance ream 
the copies and reports I have. My FOIA suits represent a real threat to them. Thus 
when I obtained some of the evidence in kpst Mateo a foderel agent who had been 
involved in the assasaiaation investigation told someone who is in contact with ne 
"Weisberg hat: the autopsy feeked up." Be knew close to iteedietely because biz and 
his agency's interests were involved. 

I mentioned FeeovaXleAmeries  as a black book to you. I told you it was & French 
SD= operation in weich I suspected but *exile not prove involvement of the CIA. I 
now know that the CIA was watching it and no then, thee I was working on exposing 
that bode, because I have copies of some of the flies. They bad one who vae my 
friend or someone close to him as a source. I may or may not get more of this without 
going to court. I had a conference with the CIA general counsel in January, before 
the amended FOIA law became effective. hy lawyer VW with me. We told them quite 
openly that I have copies of some of their files on this and would sue if we did 
not get the rest under the law. They finally decided to stonewall it and deny they 
had anything or any intrate This represented some risk because a suit could attract 
more attention and will include cleime for damages. $y lawyer is overworked and new 
to the law, so they were playing the odds. 

The minute the new law became effective I milled the suit that was largely 
responsible for the amending of the law. Until that moment the Department of Justice 
merely stonewalled. Once I filed, however, they took en entirely new and different 
line, beginning with an invitation to confer with the FBI. Their new line also holds 
considerable hazard because it requires perjury. I have provea it and will prove more 
as soon as an affidavit now beine revised is filed. With the judge we have oe the 
district level there may be no danger to the government but once this gets to the 
appeals court that situation May well obange. The chief judge was outraged at 'dwelt 
the FBI did in the first case but was f*Truled• I already have more than he needs 
in the record, uncontested and bey+,• 	sting, in this new suit record. 

When I filed this new suit the government knew that there was a distinct possibility 
the whole fiction of the jFK aasasaination could come apart in court. II the had to 
snake preparations and did, for a series of different alternatives I won t go into. 



as can eet what I believe are accurate readies from the damgers the goveroment 
people are eilliag to rues. In my suit for the executive session transcripts on 
Oswald as an agent they ectually had a foemer solicitor generel oomeit perjury. It 
was before I could at into appeals court that they decided to give we tip first of 
these tranecripts. By then the eneoding of the law was fairly certain, too. 

I did not then heou wby .tend  was eillie  e  to rut thir risk. Now I have the 
documents the TEl could bold over his and with which they could involve bins They 
are relevant and they are what he, persanally„ suppreesed, in that area the ric is 
more than in the clear. he master bureaucrat beaver made a fine record for himself. 

Coinciding with the filing of the new suit en 70b 2V027 19 there appears to have 
been a goveenment decision to loosen up ou aoes of this stuff ane I have aeveral 
hundred pages "ofit, all trom the Fll except wet I'll come to, It look very bad  
for the Commiseion and the CIA but veey coodikor the Ital. 

Prior to this new suit I was focusing on Oswald as an American agent. This is 
part of the content of this new material I have and the crux of it. All rotates 
around it. The Rnseians did suspect it, A defector who was ieportaat ana whose 
defection attracted no interest was the source. All his stuff stacked 100%4 Tt 
was totally suppressed in 1964. The CIA withheld 100,4 from the Warren. Commission. 
The FBI even moms-Wed calling this defector as a witness. The Commission did 
not even mention the man's name and withheld all be reported. When I now have 
several hundred pages you *an iragine the extent of the existing files and what I 
can do with a suit that attracts attention. 

The only CIA. papers I've been able to get on this do three things. They support 
factuallye...-re.00lleeerally all else this defector reported about Russian practises. 
Tbeyoon the Comeission into holding off on the CIA. And with regard to the picture 
aeleged by AcDonald to be the zeal, solitary assasein, Reims personally add the 
ean was eon:eotee with noting. (Or  this I have no doubt, by the  may.) 

So there is a situation in which blame for the error of the hereon eomeiasion 
can be blamed on its former general counsel an the CIA, Reims in person and in 
particular, and someone inside the government is easing up on the documents that 
prove it and exculpate the F21, which can be seriously damaged by the data I now 
as suing for. In this the FBI ez did fake the evidence that is used to make Oswald 
the Ione assassin. 

This is the kind of situation in which the straage kind of public relations,  
represented by a black book is of value to the spooks. All of them aeywhere. This 
new Wonald book, whether or not by design, is such a project. hat I've been able 
tO develop since the meeting on it

s 
 supports the conjecture. If the formula of the 

book may imam comeereially attractive the coat of con` 	it merele aceeptable plus 
the cost and effort alrvaey invested is ooasideruble, more than a crapey work like 
it would ordinarily be :forth. In aeythiee like its present form it would be destroyed 
with ease and with some comfort to the CIA, which would seem much abueede By this 
reference to fern I useen both the writing and the alleged fact of which I've shown 
you enceste with copies out and with them '_vi.+ direct and uninterrupted quotes 
thc: flaws are  beyond rezedy ifaneone with influent* wants to destroy the book. In 
fact, an effort to change it amid serve spook purposes even better. 

ran hi 	for no normal meson, the goveenmet has contrived a situation in 
which I can not only sue for the still withheld data bet one in which the govern,. 
ment's defense is prejudiced by needless withholding from me of whet it could no 
longer properly withhold - all again pointing to the CIA. I had no choice and have 
begun exhausting m  administrative remedies. There is no doubt in my mind that in the 
course of this  the case against they CIL will be strengthened.. By others in the 
government who heve elreaiy provided rs with other proof 	the CIA's keeping 
secrets from the Warren COMMi3CiOn. 



by this I meenjetbge proofs. Thoy are in the area of the 
IA's current diffi-

cult lea, illegal domestic operations. I mean illegal in the sen
se of outside the 

CIA's charter and illegal per se because the acts were aga
inst the law. 

You say regard none of this as particularly relevant or interes
ting. From long 

experience I cannot and don:t. 

I do regard it as pretty Besantines 

Going along with this is the uncertainty of the end product o
f TV interest 

in the subject of assassinations. C has announced a ma
jor project for bovember. 

It has not been aenoanced but the other two nets have eimilar p
rojects. If I know 

this Abe goverameat mows more. 

The government might be wilhirk to ploy the odds on ;:tip, giv
en their pest on 

this subject one the fact that the man who dictated the disho
nesty of their earlier 

work now holds a hither position and is in direct charge. Two f
actors lead OS to 

believe they will not chance this. One is what OS will inevitab
ly develop in the 

course of its ruse h. (It has been to z lawyer. Jim Leeer, a
nd to On on the Bar-

King case and has approached me on the JFK case.) It knows that
 it I were to give 

CBS all I have CBS would find it impossible to control its people 
if there were to 

be another videowhitevaate And there is what thee* was not befo
re, competition with 

a changed attitude and environments 

This is a suemary of what I can recall off the top of the head 
in the early 

morning for the MeDonald project. 

To it I would add a personal mote. If you have any °connections
 nth the other 

two nets or with CBS that could lead to the sale of my mat work I'd be
 more than 

merely intorestld. Unless all three are determined to whitewa
sh again they'll nave 

and make much from den3ing directly with ma because duplicating wh
at I have done 

will cost enormously more and can lead to otter coats and trembl
es. 1 know people 

at all three but none high enough to bay% the kind of infl
uence necessary. 

One of thaa, in fact, would like to do the condensationhoptilar
ization of 

,Feat Homes  . be probably knows more about the subject thaa any
one in the major 

media on any level end thus I would favor him if one of the oth
er possibilities 

does not materialise or if it doee for more than first serializ
ation rights. 

Since I saw you there has been editorial cnooluzageekeat only from all
 three 

possibilities so I merely wait. 

I wish you could pmt your imagivation to work 	the potential of al
l of this. 

I thiek you are the captive of the peat on this witout understan
ding what explains 

that past. There is no hotter subject today and for the imeedia
te future. 

it 


